RURready Test for Precalculus
(Math 111/115)
VERSION D

Name: _____________________________

RUID (9 digit number): _______________________

Directions:

• Put your Rutgers photo ID card on your desk next to you for checking by the proctor.

• Fill out your name and RUID carefully on the Akindi form, and bubble your RUID number on the form. Be careful. The bubbles for the RUID go from 0-9. They do not start at 1. There are also 10 bubbles for the RUID number, and your ID is only 9 digits long. Fill in your ID in the first 9 bubbles and leave the last one blank. That is, the numbers above the bubbles should read ‘XXXXXXXXX’.

• Fill out the Version listed above (D) in the Version box on the Akindi form.

• Use question 26 or 27 to indicate your plan for a degree at Rutgers. Fill out exactly one bubble among the ones for these two questions. Example: if you plan to pursue a Computer Science degree, fill out bubble 27C and leave question 26 blank. If you are planning to double major (or more than one of these categories apply to you) pick the one that best describes what your plan is. Note that questions 26 and 27 are NOT graded and do NOT change your score. They are just for the purpose of collecting information about our students.

26A. I plan on pursuing a pre-med major. 27A. I plan on majoring in Economics.
26B. I plan on a pharmacy degree. 27B. I plan on a Social Sciences degree, but not Economics.
26C. I plan on a life sciences major, but not pre-med. 27C. I plan on a Computer Science Degree.
26D. I plan on getting a business degree. 27D. I plan on a Physical or Mathematical Sciences Degree.
26E. I plan on getting an engineering degree. 27E. None of the above or not sure.

• You can use the back of this page as well as any white space in this packet for scratch work. Only answers bubbled on the Akindi form will be counted for the test.

• Wait for your instructor to tell you to begin. You will have 45 minutes for this test, which contains 25 multiple-choice questions.